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Drop Theory is here - A Silly Dropping Physics Game
Published on 09/22/16
Texas-based Appdore, LLC today introduces Drop Theory 1.0, a minimalist object dropping
physics game for iOS and Android. In this game, players must flip, drag, spin and
manipulate objects to reach the drop zone. Drop Theory features over 48 unique levels with
four different modes to alter the strategy of each stage. Players will be rewarded with
stars as the levels are completed. There are no timers or time limits in this game, just a
casual observative challenge for everyone.
Houston, Texas - Appdore, LLC today is proud to announce the release and immediate
availability ofDrop Theory 1.0, its latest new physics game based on the excitement of
falling physics. This game was designed to be great for casual and competitive players as
it has 2 leaderboards and over 10 achievements.
Drop Theory has some similarities to our popular ricocheting game, Ricochet Theory. In
Drop Theory, players will start with a square and must journey across several challenging
unique levels created by the Dev. Along the way, players will learn about the power of
flipping, shifting, dragging and manipulating shapes and objects to complete these levels.
Players will be rewarded with stars as the levels are completed.
Drop Theory features a Best of 7 Arcade mode that allows players to play 7 random levels
in an attempt to get the highest score. Each of these levels will have a maximum of 10,000
points to collect but every failed drop attempt will lower the possible points to collect.
There are no timers or time limits in this game, just a casual observative challenge for
everyone.
This game takes place in 2018, a simplistic future that has turned complex 3D objects into
flat minimalistic shapes. Players will have the opportunity to experience these
challenging levels with the bouncier Circle or the dense Hexagon. Collecting all the stars
will be difficult as things will be quite different when playing the game as the Circle
and Hexagon.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
*
* 29.6 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Drop Theory 1.0 is Free and available worldwide through the App Store in the Games >
Puzzle category. There is also an Android version available on Google Play.
Appdore:
http://appdore.com/
Drop Theory 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/drop-theory/id1145978130
YouTube Video (Gameplay Trailer):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LnOamublG4U
Screenshot 1:
http://imgur.com/vD6yX1s
Screenshot 2:
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http://imgur.com/qanBagi
App Icon:
http://imgur.com/6v4N80B

Appdore, LLC is an independent game development company run by Cartez Augustus and is
operated out of Houston, Texas. Cartez has been developing apps since 2012, including work
on several iOS apps. Copyright (C) 2016 Appdore, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPad mini, iPod touch, and Mac are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks
may be the property of their respective owners.
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